Third party Type of
cookie

Technical
cookie
-

Technical
cookie

Cookie

cc_bancaifis_adwords,
cc_bancaifis_marketing,
cc_bancaifis_facebook
cc_bancaifis_google
cc_bancaifis_ro_cookies,
cc_bancaifis_ro_socialnetwork,
cc_bancaifis_social,
cc_accepted

JSESSIONID, eZSESSID[hash],
ASP.NET_SessionId

Saving

Description

Extended policy

1 year

These cookies allow
for the loading of
monitoring scripts for
the website, in order
to improve
management.

-

-

These cookies are used
to save a unique
identifier for the
session. They expire at
the end of the session

itself.

Profiling
cookie

cid

2 months

Adform

Profiling
cookie

uid

2 months

Profiling
cookie

_uetsid

30 minutes

Profiling
cookie

MUID

13 months

Bing

Cloudflare

Profiling
cookie

MUIDB

13 months

Technical
cookie

__cfduid

1 year

Optimises the viewing
of advertising
according to the
movements of the user
and the various offers
from advertisers for
viewing by the user
This cookie is used to
assign the users of the
website with a unique
user ID which
recognises the user
during return visits.
This cookie allows for
interaction with a user
who has already
visited the website.
Bing Ads uses the
Microsoft user ID
(MUID) in order to
allow the counting of
valid clicks.
This cookie is a thirdparty
analysis service
which connects data
from the Bing
advertising network
with actions carried
out on the website.
This cookie is used to
identify individual
clients using a shared
IP address and apply
the safety settings

https://site.adform.com/privacy-policy-opt-out/

https://privacy.microsoft.com/it-it/privacystatement

https://www.cloudflare.com/security-policy/

according to the client.

Profiling
cookie

eid

6 months

Profiling
cookie

uid

2 months

Technical
cookie

csbwfs_show_hide_status

24 hours

test_cookie

15 minutes

Criteo

DigitalPoint

DoubleClick Profiling
Ad Services cookie

Questi cookie segnalano a
un publisher (cioè il sito
che ospita la pubblicità)
quale è l'inserzionista, in
modo da poter escludere di
visualizzare la pubblicità su
quel sito. This cookie
reports to
a publisher (the
website that hosts the
advertising) on the
https://www.criteo.com/privacy/
identity of the
advertiser in order to
allow the blocking of
viewing the advertising
on that website.
This cookie is used to
assign the users of the
website with a unique
user ID which
recognises the user
during return visits.
A DigitalPoint spider
which tracks various
forms of information
https://www.digitalpoint.com/help/terms
during navigation on
the website.
DoubleClick uses
cookies to publish
advertising on thirdparty
websites. This
http://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
cookie publishes
pertinent advertising
for potential clients,

and gathers
information on
whether and how they
interact with these
adverts.

Profiling
cookie

-

_fbp

10 minutes

Profiling
cookie

stats, loggeddatr, reg_fb_gate,
reg_fb_ref, reg_fb_ext, wd,
c_user, lu, sct, xs, x-referer,
presence, p, lsd24, locale, _e_, fr,
sub

-

Technical
cookie

__utma

2 years

Facebook

Google
Universal
Analytics

FLC

This cookie is used for
the limitation of online
advertising and to
avoid the duplication
of adverts on a page,
that is to avoid that a
user sees the same
advert more than
once.
This cookie contains a
unique user ID
These cookies allow
for users to be
provided with the
most appropriate
adverts, personalising
their navigation
experience,
determining if adverts
have been shown,
which adverts have
been shown, and
assessing their impact.
The cookies also
facilitate the sharing of
information with
Facebook.
This cookie is used to
distinguish users and
sessions.

https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/

https://policies.google.com/privacy

Technical
cookie

__utmb

30 minutes

Technical
cookie

__utmc

1 minute

Technical
cookie

__utmt

10 minutes

Technical
cookie

__utmt_b

10 minutes

Technical
cookie

__utmv

2 years

Technical
cookie

__utmz

6 months

Technical
cookie

_dc_gtm_UA-xxxxxxxx-x

1 minute

This cookie is used to
memorise the
timestamp of the visit
to the website
This cookie is used to
memorise the
timestamp of the visit
This cookie is used for
the limitation of
request speed.
This cookie is a
variation of the _utmt
cookie and is used to
limit the quantity of
data recorded by
Google on websites
with high levels of
traffic.
This cookie is used for
the personalisation of
the user’s navigation.
Memorises the source
of traffic or the
campaign which
explains in which way
the user reached the
site.
This cookie is
associated with
websites that use
Google Tag Manager
to load more script
and codes in a page.
Without this cookie,
other scripts may not
function correctly. The
end of the name is a
univocal number,

which is also an
identifier for an
associated Google
Analytics accout

Technical
cookie

_ga

2 years

Technical
cookie

_gat

1 minute

Technical
cookie

_gat_UA-xxxxxxxxx-x

1 minute

Technical
cookie

_gcl_au

1 year

This cookie is used to
identify individual
users by assigning a
number generated
randomly as a client
ID. It is included in
every website and is
used to calculate the
number of visitors and
data useful to produce
analysis reports.
A cookie used to limit
the request speed,
limiting the gathering
of data on websites
with high traffic.
This cookie is a variant
of the _gat cookie and
is used to limit the
quantity of data
recorded by Google on
websites with high
levels of traffic.
This cookie is used to
identify individual
users by assigning a
number generated
randomly as a client
ID.

Hotjar

Technical
cookie

_gid

24 hours

Profiling
cookie

IDE

13 months

Profiling
cookie

exchange_uid, __gads

-

Profiling
cookie

NID, SID

-

Technical
cookie

_hjIncludedInSample

365 days

This cookie is used for
the re-targeting, the
optimisation, the
reporting and the
attribution of online
adverts.
This cookie is used for
the re-targeting, the
optimisation, the
reporting and the
attribution of online
adverts.
These cookies are used
for the management of
advertising offered by
Google.
These cookies are used
to customize ads on
Google properties, like
Google Search. For
example, these
cookies are used to
remember the most
recent searches,
previous interactions
with an advertiser’s
adverts or search
results, visits to an
advertiser’s website
and to visualise
personalised adverts.
This session cookie is
set to discover if the
visitor is included in
the sample used to
generate marketing
funnels.

https://www.hotjar.com/privacy

Profiling
cookie

_hjClosedSurveyInvites

365 days

Profiling
cookie

_hjDonePolls

365 days

Profiling
cookie

_hjMinimizedPolls

365 days

Profiling
cookie

_hjDoneTestersWidgets

365 days

This cookie is set once
a visitor interacts with
a popup inviting them
to take part in a
Survey. It is used to
guarantee that the
same invitation does
not appear again if it
has already been
shown to the visitor.
This cookie is set when
a visitor carries out a
survey using the
feedback widget. It is
used to guarantee that
the same survey does
not appear again if the
feedback has already
been carried out.
This cookie is set once
a visitor minimises a
widget which asks for
feedback on a survey.
It is used to ensure
that the widget stays
minimised when the
visitor navigates on
the website.
This cookie is set once
a visitor sends their
information through
the Recruit Tester User
widget. It is used to
guarantee that the
same form does not
appear again if it has
already been
completed.

Profiling
cookie

_hjMinimizedTestersWidgets

365 days

This cookie is set once
a visitor minimises a
Recruit Tester User
widget. It is used to
ensure that the widget
stays minimised when
the visitor navigates
on the website

Profiling
cookie

UserMatchHistory

1 months

LinkedIn Feed and Insight
Tag

Profiling
cookie

bcookie

1 months

Requests to LinkedIn

Linkedin

Salesforce

https://www.linkedin.com/legal/l/cookie-table
Profiling
cookie

lang

end of
session

Requests to LinkedIn

Profiling
cookie

lidc

end of
session

Requests to LinkedIn

120 minutes

This cookie is used to
maintain the sessions
and to integrate the
services with the

Technical
cookie

sfdc-stream

https://www.salesforce.com/company/privacy/

Banca IFIS frontends. con i
frontend di Banca IFIS.

Twitter

Profiling
cookie

personalization_id

2 days

Visual
Website
Optimiser
(VWO)

Technical
cookie

_vwo_uuid_v2

1 year

Technical
cookie

wt_nbg_Q3

300 seconds

Webtrekk

Technical
cookie

wt3_sid

1 minute

Technical
cookie

wt3_eid

180 days

This cookie allows the
sharing of content on
Twitter
These cookies gather
anonymous
information on how
the visitors interact
with the pages on the
website. This
information is used to
improve the website.
The wt_nbg_Q3 cookie
is a third-party
technical cookie used
by Webtrekk load
balancers to assign
calls to the correct
server. It does not save
any information
regarding the user and
its content does not
have any effect on the
data tracked. This
cookie is set by the
first call sent to
Webtrekk during a
session.
This cookie tracks
visit(s) to the
website(s) in an
anonymous and
aggregated manner.
This cookie tracks
visitor(s) to the
website(s) in an

https://twitter.com/en/privacy/previous/version_11

https://vwo.com/privacy-policy/

https://www.webtrekk.com/en/legal/opt-outwebtrekk/

Technical
cookie

wteid_814599373069108

6 months

Technical
cookie

stats

-

Technical
cookie

logged

-

Wordpress

Technical
cookie

wordpress_[hash],
wordpress_logged_in_[hash], wp- settings-{time}-[UID]

anonymous and
aggregated manner. It
does not save any
sensitive information
regarding the user.
This cookie is used to
recognise the web
browser.
This cookie allows for
the gathering of
statistics on user
access for safety
purposes.
This cookie is a marker
which tracks user
access, necessary for
popup-free navigation.
WordPress uses the
wordpress_[hash]
cookie to save
authentication data.
Its use is limited to the
administrator console
area. After login,
WordPress sets the
wordpress_logged_in_
[hash] cookie, which
indicates when a user
has logged in.
WordPress also sets a
couple of wp-settings{time} – [UID]. The UID
parameter is used to
personalise the
visualisation of the
user interface.

https://wordpress.org/about/privacy/

Technical
cookie

Technical
cookie

comment_author,
comment_author_email,
comment_author_url

PREF

-

8 months

Youtube

Zopim

Technical
cookie

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

6 months

Profiling
cookie

recently_watched_video_id_list

-

Technical
cookie

__zlcmid

1 year

When visitors leave
comments on the blog,
“comment_” type
cookies are used to
memorise the
information regarding
the name and email of
the visitor for
successive comments.
These cookies are set
to expire one year
after their installation.
The PREF cookie
memorises basic
preferences, such as
the choice of language,
the format of the
research results, how
information is viewed,
so that the user does
not need to set the
preferences every time
they visit the website.
This cookie is used to
measure bandwidth in
order to determine the
version of user
interface to be used.
This cookie is used to
record the videos seen
recently via the
browser.
This cookie is used to
identify the device
during visits and allow
the use of live chat.

https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en

https://www.zendesk.com/company/customerspartners/#cookie-policy

